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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new class of continuous functions called Nano generalized continuous 
functions and to discuss some of its properties in terms of Ng –closed sets, Nano g-closure and Nano g- Interior.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Continuous functions is one of the main concepts of Topology. In 1991, Balachandran [1] et.al, introduced and studied 
the notions of generalized continuous functions. Different types of generalizations of continuous functions were studied 
by various author in the recent development of Topology. The notion of Nano topology was introduced by Lellis 
Thivagar [3] which was defined in terms of approximations and boundary region of a subset of an universe using an 
equivalence relation on it and also defined Nano closed sets, Nano-interior and Nano-closure. He has also defined Nano 
continuous functions, Nano open mapping, Nano closed mapping and Nano Homeomorphism. In [2] Bhuvaneswari 
et.al, introduced and studied some properties of Nano generalized closed sets in Nano topological spaces. In this paper 
we have introduced a new class of continuous functions called Nano generalized continuous functions and discuss 
some of its properties in terms of Ng –closed sets, Nano g-closure and Nano g- Interior.  
 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
 
Definition: 2.1[5] A subset A of (X, τ) is called a generalized closed set (briefly g-closed)  if cl(A) ⊆ U whenever       
A ⊆ U  and  U is open in X. 
 
Definition: 2.2 [1] A map f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called g- continuous if 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑉𝑉) is g- open in (X,τ)  for every open set V 
in (Y, σ ) 
 
Definition:2.3 [3 ]Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalence relation on U 
named as indiscernibility  relation. Then U is divided into disjoint equivalence classes. Elements  belonging  to  the  
same  equivalence  class are said  to  be  indiscernible  with  one  another. The pair (U, R) is said to be the 
approximation space. Let X ⊆ U. Then, 

(i) The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be for certain classified as 
X with respect to R and is denoted by LR(X). LR(X)=U{R(x):R(x) ⊆ X, xєU} where R(x) denotes the 
equivalence class determined by  xєU. 

(ii) The upper  approximation  of  X  with  respect to R is   the  set  of  all   objects  which  can  be  possibly  
classified  as  X  with  respect   to R and is denoted by UR(X).  UR(X) = U{R(x): R(x) ∩X≠Ф, xєU} 

(iii) The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be classified neither as X nor as 
not – X with respect to R and it is denoted by BR(X).  BR(X) = UR(X) - LR(X). 
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Property: 2.4 [3] If (U, R) is an approximation space and X, Y⊆U, then  
1. LR(X) ⊆X ⊆ UR(X)    
2. LR(Ф) = UR(Ф) = Ф  
3. LR(U) = UR(U) =  U  
4. UR(X⋃Y) = UR(X) ⋃ UR(Y) 
5. UR(X∩Y) ⊆ UR(X) ∩ UR(Y) 
6. LR(X⋃Y) ⊇  LR(X) ⋃ LR(Y)   
7. LR(X∩Y) = LR(X) ∩ LR(Y) 
8. LR(X) ⊆ LR(Y) and UR(X) ⊆ UR(Y) whenever X ⊆Y 
9. UR(Xc) = [LR(X)]c   and LR(Xc) = [UR(X)]c  
10. UR[UR(X)] = LR [UR(X)] = UR(X) 
11. LR[LR(X)] = UR [LR(X)] = LR(X) 
 
Definition:2.5 [3] Let U  be  the  universe , R  be an  equivalence  relation  on  U  and   τ R(X) = {U, Ф, LR(X) , UR(X),  
BR(X)} where  X ⊆ U. Then by property 2.8, τ R(X) satisfies the following axioms: 

(i) U and Ф є τ R(X). 
(ii) The union of the elements of any sub-collection of  τ R(X)  is in τ R(X). 
(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of τ R(X) is in τ R(X). 

Then τ R(X) is a topology on U called the Nano topology on U with respect to X. (U, τ R(X)) is called the Nano 
topological space. Elements of the Nano topology  are  known as Nano open sets in U. Elements of  [τ R(X)]c  are  
called  Nano  closed  sets  with [τ R(X)]c  being called dual Nano topology of τ R(X). 
 
Remark:2.6  [3]   If  τ R(X)  is  the  Nano  topology  on  U  with  respect  to  X, then  the  set   B = {U, LR(X), BR(X)} 
is  the  basis for   τ R(X). 
 
Definition:2.7  [3]If (U, τ R(X)) is a  Nano  topological  space  with  respect  to  X  where X ⊆ U and if A ⊆ U, then 

(i) The Nano interior of the set A  is defined as the union  of all Nano open subsets contained in  A and is denoted 
by NInt(A).  NInt(A)  is the largest Nano open subset of A. 

(ii) The Nano closure of the set A is defined as the intersection of all Nano closed sets containing A and is denoted 
by NCl(A). NCl(A) is the smallest Nano closed set containing A. 

 
Definition: 2.8  [2] A subset A of (U, τ R(X)) is called Nano generalized closed set (briefly Ng-closed) if Ncl(A) ⊆ V 
whenever A⊆ V and V is Nano open in (U, τ R(X)). 
 
Definition: 2.9 [4] Let (U, τ R(X)) and (V, τ R’(Y)) be two Nano topological spaces. Then a mapping f: (U, τ R(X)) → 
(V, τ R’(Y))  is Nano continuous on U if the inverse image of every Nano open set in V is Nano open in U. 
 
3. NANO GENERALIZED CONTINUOUS FUNCTION  
 
Definition: 3.1 Let (U, τ R(X)) be a Nano Topological space and A⊆U. Then A is said to be Nano g-open if its 
complement is Nano g-closed. 
 
Definition: 3.2 Let (U, τ R(X)) and (V, τ R’(Y)) be two Nano topological spaces. Then a mapping f: (U, τ R(X)) →       
(V, τ R’(Y))  is Nano g-continuous on U if the inverse image of every Nano open set in V is Nano g- open in U. 
 
Example: 3.3 Let U = {a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{a}, {c}, {b, d}} and X = {a, b}. 
 
Then τ R(X) = {U, Ф, {a}, {a, b, d}, {b, d}} which are open sets. 
 
The Nano closed sets = {U, Ф, {b, c, d}, {c}, {a, c}}. 
 
The Nano generalized closed sets are { Ф,U,{c}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {b, c, d},{a, c, d}} Nano g-open sets 
are  {Ф, U, {a, b, d}, {b, d}, {a, d}, {a, b}, {d}, {a},{b}} 
 
 Let V= {x, y, z, w} with V/R = {{x} ,{y, z},{w}} and Y={x, z} 
 
Then τ R(Y) = {V, Ф, {x}, {x, y, z}, {y, z}} which are open sets. 
 
Define f: U→V as f(a) = x, f(b) = y, f(c) = w, f(d) = z. Then 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑥𝑥) = {a}, 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) = {a,b,d}, 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) = {b,d} and 
𝑓𝑓−1(𝑉𝑉) = U. 
 
That is the inverse image of every Nano open set in V is Nano g- open in U. Therefore f is Nano g- continuous. 
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Definition: 3.4 For every set A⊆U, we define the Ng- closure of A to be the intersection of all Ng- closed sets 
containing A 
 
In symbols Ng – Cl(A) =  ∩{B: B is Nano generalized closed set and A⊆B} 
 
Definition: 3.5 For every set A⊆U, we define the Ng- Interior of A to be the union of all Ng- closed sets contained in 
A 
 
In symbols Ng – Int(A) = ∪{B: B is Nano generalized closed set and B⊆A} 
 
Proposition: 3.6 For any A⊆ U, 

(i) Ng Cl(A) is the smallest Ng closed set containing A. 
(ii) A is Ng closed if and only if Ng Cl(A) = A 
(iii) A ⊆ Ng Cl(A) ⊆ Cl(A) 
 

Proposition: 3.7 For any two subsets A and B of U, 
(i) If A⊆B, then Ng Cl(A) ⊆ Ng Cl(B) 
(ii) Ng Cl(A∩B) ⊆ Ng Cl(A) ∩ Ng Cl(B) 

 
Theorem: 3.8 A function f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) is Nano g-continuous iff the inverse image of every Nano closed 
set in V is Nano g-closed in U. 
 
Proof: Let f be Nano g- continuous and F be Nano closed in V. That is V-F is Nano open in V. Since f is Nano             
g-continuous, 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑉𝑉 − 𝐹𝐹) is Nano g-open in U. That is U- 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑉𝑉 − 𝐹𝐹) is Nano g- closed in U. That is U- 𝑓𝑓−1(𝐹𝐹) is 
Nano g-open in U. Therfore 𝑓𝑓−1(𝐹𝐹) is Nano g-closed in U. Thus the inverse image of every Nano closed set in V is 
Nano g-closed in U, if f is Nano g-continuous on U. 
 
Conversely, let the inverse image of every Nano closed set in V is Nano g-closed in U. Let G be Nano open in V. Then 
V-G is Nano closed in V. Then 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑉𝑉 − 𝐺𝐺) is Nano g-closed in U. That is U-𝑓𝑓−1(𝐺𝐺) is Nano g-closed in U. Therefore 
𝑓𝑓−1(𝐺𝐺) is Nano g-open in U. By definition, f is Nano g-continuous . 
 
Theorem: 3.9 Let U and V be any two Nano topological spaces. Let f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) be Nano continuous 
function. Then f is Nano g-continuous. 
 
Proof: Let B be any Nano closed set in (V, τ R’(Y)). Since f is Nano continuous , 𝑓𝑓−1(𝐵𝐵) is Nano closed in U. We know 
that every Nano closed set is Nano generalized closed set. So  𝑓𝑓−1(𝐵𝐵) is Nano generalized closed in U. Therefore f is 
Nano g- continuous. 
 
Remark: 3.10 The converse of the above theorem is true as seen from the example 3.   
f-1 ({y, z, w}) = {b, c, d}, f-1 ({w}) = {c}, f-1 ({x, w}) = {a, c} which are Nano closed sets in U. 
 
Definition: 3.11 Let x be a point of (U, τ R(X)) and P be a subset of U. Then P is called Ng- neighborhood of x in         
(U, τ R(X)), if there exist a Ng open set Q of (U, τ R(X)) such that  x ϵ Q ⊆ P. 
 
Theorem: 3.12 Let A be a subset of (U, τ R(X)). Then xϵ Ng Cl(A) if and only if for any  Ng-neighborhood Wx of x in 
(U, τ R(X)), (A ∩ Wx ) ≠ ∅. 
 
Proof:  Necessity: Assume that x ϵ Ng -Cl(A). Suppose that there exist a Ng – neighborhood Wx of x such that           
(A ∩ Wx) ≠ ∅ . Since Wx  is a Ng- neighborhood of x, by definition there exist a Ng open set Q such that x ϵ Q ⊆ Wx. 
 
Since Wx is such that (A ∩ Wx) = ∅, we have A∩Q = ∅ which implies A ⊆ 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐 . Since 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐  is a Ng closed set containing 
A, we have Ngcl(A) ⊆ 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐  and therefore x does not belong to Ng Cl(A), which is a contradiction. 
 
Sufficiency: Assume that for each Ng neighborhood, Wx of x, (A ∩ Wx)≠ ∅. Suppose x does not belongs to Ng Cl(A). 
Then there exists a Ng closed set F of (U, τ R(X)), such that A⊆ F and x does not belong to F. Thus x ϵ 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐  and 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐  is Ng 
open set in (U, τ R(X)). But A ∩ 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐  = ∅ which is a contradiction. Thus x ϵ Ng Cl(A). 
 
Theorem: 3.13 Let f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) be a function. Then the following are equivalent. 

(i) The function is Ng – Continuous 
(ii) The inverse of each Nano open set in (V, τ R’(Y)) is Ng-open in (U, τ R(X)). 
(iii) For each x in U, the inverse of every neighborhood of f(x) is a Ng neighborhood of x. 
(iv) For each x in U and each neighborhood W of f(x), there is a Ng- neighborhood M of x such that f(M) ⊆ W. 
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(v) For each subset A of (U, τ R(X)), f(Ng Cl(A)) ⊆ NCl(f(A)). 
(vi) For each subset B of (V,τ R’(Y)), NgCl(𝑓𝑓−1(𝐵𝐵)) ⊆ 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝐵𝐵)) 

 
Proof: (i) <=> (ii): Let f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) is Ng continuous and B be an Nano open set in (V, τ R’(Y)). Then 
BC is Nano closed in V. Hence by the definition of Ng continuous function, f-1(BC) = (f-1(B))C is Ng closed in U. Thus  
f-1(B) is Ng open in U. 
Conversely, assume that f-1(B) is Ng open in U for each Nano open set B in V. Let F be a Nano closed set in              
(V, τ R’(Y)) .Then FC is Nano open in (V, τ R’(Y))   and by assumption f-1(FC) is Ng open in U. Also f-1(FC) = (f-1(F))C , 
we have f-1(F) is Nano g closed in U. So f is Ng continuous. 
 
(ii) => (iii): For x ϵ (U, τ R(X)), let W be the neighborhood of f(x). Then there exist an Nano open set B in (V, τ R’(Y)) 
such that f(x) ϵ B⊆ W. Consequently, f-1(B) is Ng open set in (U, τ R(X)) and x ϵ f-1(B) ⊆ f-1(W). Thus f-1(W) is Ng 
neighborhood in (U, τ R(X)). 
 
(iii) =>(iv): Let x ϵ U and W be the neighborhood of f(x). Then by assumption, M= f-1(W) is a Ng neighborhood of x 
and f(M) = f(f-1(W)) ⊆ W. 
 
(iv) <=> (v): Suppose (iv) holds and let y ϵ f(NgCl(A)) and let W be the neighborhood of y. Then there exists x ϵ U 
and a Ng neighborhood M of x such that f(x) = y, x ϵ M, x ϵ Ng Cl (A) and f(M) ⊆ W. Since x ϵ Ng Cl(A), by previous 
theorem, (M ∩ A) ≠ ∅ and hence (f(A) ∩ W) ≠ ∅ . Hence y= f(x) ϵ NCl(f(A)). That is f(NgCl(A)) ⊆ NCl(f(A). 
 
Conversely, suppose that (v) holds and let xϵU and W be the neighborhood of f(x). Let A = f-1(V/W). Since f(NgCl(A)) 
⊆ NCl(f(A) ⊆ V/W, We have NgCl(A) = A. Since x does not belong to NgCl(A), there exist a Ng neighborhood M of x 
such that (M ∩ A) = ∅ and hence f(M) ⊆ f(U/A) ⊆ W. 
 
(v) <=> (vi) Suppose that (v) holds and B be any subset of (V, τ R’(Y)) . Then replacing A by f-1(B) in (v), we have 
f(NgCl(f-1(B))) ⊆ NCl(f(f-1(B)) ⊆ NCl(B). That is NgCl(f-1(B)) ⊆  f-1(NCl(B)). 
  
Conversely suppose that (vi) holds and let B=f(A) where A is the subset of (U, τ R(X)).  Then we have  
NgCl(A) ⊆ NgCl(f-1(B)) ⊆ f-1(NCl(B)) ⊆ f-1(NCl(f(A)) which implies f(NgCl(A)) ⊆ NCl(f(A)). 
 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
 
Theorem:3.14 For each x in (U, τ R(X)) and for each neighborhood B of f(x), if there is a Ng neighborhood M of x 
such that f(M) ⊆ B, then for each point x in (U, τ R(X)) and each Nano open set B in  (V, τ R’(Y))  with f(x) ∈ B, there 
is a Ng open set A in U such that x ∈ A, f(A) ⊆ B. 
 
Proof: For x in (U, τ R(X)), let B be a Nano open set containing f(x). Then B is a neighborhood of f(x). So by 
assumption, there exists Ng neighborhood M of x, such that f(M) ⊆ B. Hence there exists a Ng open set A in U such 
that x  ∈ A ⊆ M . So f(A) ⊆ f(M) ⊆B . That is f(A) ⊆ B. 
 
Theorem: 3.15 For each subset A of (U, τ R(X)), f(NgCl(A)) ⊆ NCl(f(A)) if and only if the inverse of each Nano 
closed set in V is N g-closed set in U. 
 
Proof: Suppose the inverse of each Nano closed set is N g-closed set. Let A be a subset of U. Since A ⊆ f-1(f(A)), we 
have A ⊆ f-1(NCl(f(A))). Since NCl(f(A) is Nano closed in V, by assumption f-1(NCl(f(A) is Ng closed set containing 
A. Also NgCl(A) ⊆ f-1(NCl(f(A))). Thus f(NgCl(A)) ⊆ f[f-1(NCl(f(A)))] ⊆ NCl(f(A)). 
 
Conversely, suppose the inverse of each Nano closed set in Nano g closed. Let B be a closed subset of (V, τ R’(Y)). 
Then by assumption, f(NgCl(f-1(B)) ⊆ NCl(f(f-1(B)) ⊆ NCl(B) ⊆B. That is NgCl(f-1(B)) ⊆ f-1(B) which implies f-1(B) is 
Ng closed. 
 
4. NANO g-CLOSED MAPS AND NANO g- HOMEOMORPHISM 
 
Definition: 4.1 A map f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) is said to be Ng-closed map if the image of every Nano closed set in 
U is Ng-closed in V. 
 
Theorem: 4.2 A mapping f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) is Ng-closed map iff NgCl(f(A)) ⊆ f(NCl(A)) for every subset A 
of U. 
 
Proof: Suppose that f is Ng-closed and A⊆U. Then f(NCl(A)) is Ng-closed in V as NCl(A) is Ng-closed in U. Since 
A⊆NCl(A), f(A) ⊆ f(NCl(A)). By the proposition [3.6] and [3.7] NgCl(f(A)) ⊆ NgCl(f(NCl(A))) ⊆ f(NCl(A)). 
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Conversely, let A be any Nanoclosed set in U. Then A= NCl(A) which implies f(A) = f(NCl(A)). By hypothesis 
NgCl(f(A)) ⊆ f(NCl(A)). That is NgCl(f(A)) ⊆ f(A). By the propositions, f(A) ⊆ NgCl(f(A). Therefore  
f(A) = NgCl(f(A). That is f(A) is Ng-closed and hence f is Ng-closed. 
 
Theorem: 4.3 If f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) is Ng-closed map, then for each subset A of U,  
NCl(NInt(f(A)))⊆ f(NCl(A)). 
 
Proof: Let f be a Ng –closed map and A⊆ U. Since NCl(A) is a Nano closed set in U, we have f(NCl(A)) is Ng –
closed. We know that every Ng-closed set is Nano preclosed set. So f(NCl(A)) is Nano preclosed set. That is  
NCl(NInt(f(NCl(A)))) ⊆ f(NCl(A)). (i.e)NCl(NInt(f(A))) ⊆ f(NCl(A)). 
 
Definition: 4.4 A function f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) is said to be Nano g-homeomorphism if  

1. f is 1-1 and onto 
2. f is Ng- continuous 
3. F is Ng-open 

 
Theorem: 4.5 Let f: (U, τ R(X)) → (V, τ R’(Y)) be a one to one onto mapping. Then f is a Ng-homeomorphism iff f is 
Ng-closed and Ng-continuous. 
 
Proof: Let f be a Ng-homeomorphism. Then f is Ng-continuous. Let B be an arbitrary Nano closed set in U. Then B is 
Ng-closed set in U. Then U-B is Ng-open. Since f is Ng-open, f(U-B) is Ng-open in V. That is V- f(B) is Ng-open in V. 
Therefore f(B) is Ng-closed in V. Thus the image of every Nano closed set in U is Nano g-closed in V. 
 
Conversely, let f be N g-closed and N g-continuous. Let B be Nano open in U. B is Ng-open in U. Then U-B is N         
g-closed in U. Since f is Ng-closed, f(U-B) = V-f(B) is Ng-closed in V. Therfore f(B) is Ng-open in V. Thus f is Ng-
open and hence f is Ng- homeomorphism. 
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